Interfacial synthesis of dendritic platinum nanoshells templated on benzene nanodroplets stabilized in water by a photocatalytic lipoporphyrin.
Nanoscale metal shells have many potential uses and in some applications offer significant advantages over nanoparticles. The synthesis of platinum nanoshells using stabilized nanodroplets of benzene in water as growth templates is described; the nanodroplets are stabilized by a surfactant-like tin(IV)-porphyrin complex localized at the benzene-water interface. The porphyrin also acts as a photocatalyst that reduces the platinum complex and deposits metal onto the nanodroplets to form dendritic metal nanoshells. Below the solubility limit of benzene in water, the lipoporphyrin-stabilized nanodroplets have a reproducible number, size distribution, and surface area, which allows the thickness of the platinum shell walls to be controlled by changing the amount of platinum complex. Nanoscale platinum shells with magnetic interiors can be made by dispersing Fe3O4 nanoparticles in the benzene nanodroplets.